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Rationale 

The Year 9 French Curriculum has been planned with the following aims in mind:  
-To cover four topics that appear on the GCSE specification; free time, careers/future plans, town/local area and school life 
- To develop students’ grasp of all the time frames; present, past and future in order to enable GCSE success 
- To spend the Spring term 1 focusing on students’ understanding of the use and form of the present tense which is often a 
common gap in knowledge when students start the GCSE course  
- To recycle key language introduced in year 7 such as common verbs, opinions, adjectives and connectives (a broad breadth 
of topic knowledge will be covered while the foundations and key structures of the language will be repeatedly recycled).  
- To teach students transactional language that will useful for two reasons; 1. If students travel to France and 2. in the GCSE 
role play task in the speaking exam 
- To develop students’ reading, listening, writing, translation and speaking skills  
- To engage with authentic material such as music, magazine articles and films in order to instil a love of languages and 
curiosity of other cultures  
- To incorporate cross-curricular links such as history (WW1 and the Christmas Truce) 
- To stream year 9 into language choices in the summer term to establish really strong foundations for GCSE  
 

 
 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Knowledge 
 
 

Le temps libre :  
Sport 
Instruments 

Le temps libre :  
Opinions on TV 
Opinions on films 

La grammaire: 
Avoir in the 
present tense 

 Mon avenir : 
Why learn 
languages 

Où j’habite : 
Where you live 
Your town 

 Mon collège :  
School subjects 
School timetable 



Your passions Visiting a cinema 
Last weekend 
Film study – 
Joyeux Noel  

Etre in the 
present tense  
Aller in the 
present tense 
-Er verbs in the 
present 
 

Jobs 
Future plans 

Directions  
Weather  
Describing your 
town in the past 

Facilities  
Rules  
School uniform  
Film study – Les 
Choristes  

Skills and 
grammar 
 
 

Receptive skills 
(reading/listening) 
Active skills 
(writing/speaking) 
Opinions/reasons 

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
Opinions/reasons 
Transactional 
language 
Past tense  

Irregular verbs in 
the present tense 
Regular –er verbs 
Receptive skills 
Active skills 
 

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
On peut + 
infinitive 
Je suis  
Je voudrais + 
infinitive  
Je vais + infinitive 

Il y a/Il n’y a pas 
de  
Opinions/reasons 
Imperfect tense 

Opinions/reasons  
Il y a/il n’y a pas 
de 
Il faut/il est interdit 
de  
Je porte 
Je voudrais porter 

Assessment 
 
 

A written 
paragraph in 
class about your 
free time that will 
be marked with 
formative 
feedback 

End of term 
summative writing 
assessment 

Formative 
grammar and 
translation 
assessment  

End of term 
summative 
listening 
assessment   

End of unit 
formative reading 
assessment from 
Exampro 

End of year 
summative 
listening 
assessment  

Characteristics 
 
 

Confidence  
Resilience  
Respect for 
others 

Appreciation of 
other cultures  
Confidence  
Resilience 

Confidence 
Resilience  
Respect  

Careers 
Confidence  
Resilience 

Confidence  
Resilience  

Appreciation of 
education and 
cultural 
differences  

 
 

 


